
 

 

Field Hockey Post-season Minutes 

November 28, 2016 

 

Meeting took place November 28, 2016 at the CIFSDS office with the field hockey 

advisory group; all conferences were in attendance. 

 Evaluations of 2016 Championships from coaches advisory group. 

 Draft of the divisional breakdowns for field hockey were given out to 

advisory.  

 Upon the advisory’s review the advisory asked for a change in points 

awarded for the playoffs, which set the divisions up. This would be based 

on the 3 divisions Open, 1 and 2; with more points awarded for the Open 

division. 

 No mention of the championship site for next year was discussed and 

general discussion was that all games went well and Scripps was a gracious 

host for the event. 

 The advisory group selected all CIFSDS teams.   Player and Coach of the 

Year were also selected. 

 The field hockey advisory group supported that there be clock operators for 

all quarterfinal and semifinal games that will be paid by visiting teams. The 

host site will pay the official’s. Official’s for the finals are paid by the section 

office 

 



Recommendations from coaches for section office: 

 Make sure that the Metro Conference has fields available for the 

playoffs and that it is not as last minute situation.  

 Wanted to make sure that officials were not coaching their players 

during the contest or after as well. 

 Wanted to make sure that calls remained consistent especially in 

regards to cards awarded. In some contest they were and in other 

they were not. 

Recommendations from officials association: 

 Officials will try and get information out to schools earlier regarding 

the jamboree scrimmage even they will host for the 2017 season. 

 Mr. Lee Bjornson requested that if there were problems with officials 

that you please contact him directly so he could address those issues. 

Recommendations from CIFSDS office: 

 The section office will no longer charge for the semi-finals in field 

hockey. It is still recommended, however, that the home site have 

administration at the contest in case there are problems. 

 Schools will be responsible for pay of the officials thru the semi-finals 

and the visiting team will pay for the clock operator as per mutual 

agreement of the advisory group. 

 

 


